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MORE GLASS RAILING SYSTEM INNOVATION FROM THE WAGNER COMPANIES
Industry leader updates its own cutting-edge technology with the launch of PanelGrip® 2
Milwaukee, WI – April 1, 2015 - Wagner, previously first-to-market with the industry’s pioneering dry glaze structural railing
®
solution, is building upon the legacy of its already highly-efficient PanelGrip system with the new streamlined design of
PanelGrip 2.
By offering enhanced durability and a lighter weight single aluminum base shoe moulding, the PanelGrip 2 design
effectively reduces shipping, labor and inventory costs without sacrificing quality. This, along with its unique, durable and
American-made locking mechanism, simplifies installation while still providing code compliance and safety when properly
specified and installed. Likewise, it accommodates tempered, laminated glass as required by the 2015 International Building
Code (IBC).
Exceeding market level performance for the quick assembly of structural glass railing, PanelGrip 2 does not require any
messy fillers or other glass preparation and provides the broadest glass grip range of any dry glaze system. The intuitive,
non-weld installation can be performed on one side of the glass by a single person using a standard Allen wrench. This
makes it an ideal solution for balcony applications.
Perfect for guard, stair and ramp applications, the full line of fittings and accessories comes in a range of options to
customize your look and is available for prompt shipping. Exacting specs also make it easy to ensure contractors get the
right system for their specific project needs. The ability to paint or clad the base shoe to match area décor, along with its nopost, glass infill design, gives PanelGrip 2 aesthetic appeal with outstanding sight lines. Finally, the extruded aluminum shoe
qualifies for LEED credits as a Green building material.
With PanelGrip 2, Wagner introduces the market to an attractive and cost-effective next generation dry glaze glass railing
solution.
For more information or to request a sample, go to www.PanelGrip.com.
About The Wagner Companies
A proven leader in the metal industry since 1850, The Wagner Companies has evolved to become the go-to resource for
architectural railing systems and expertise. A manufacturer and worldwide supplier of handrail fittings and metal products for
custom and industrial applications, the company thrives on innovative collaboration with its customers. Specializing in
architectural components, architectural railings and systems, and Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) products,
Wagner offers laser, bending, stamping and finishing capabilities as well as engineering assistance. The company’s large
inventory of raw materials and over 3,700 stock items in steel, brass, bronze, aluminum, and stainless steel accommodates
numerous applications around the globe.
For more information, visit www.wagnercompanies.com or call 888-243-6914.

